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What is the best way to Burn Fat and save Time ?
For the Last 20 years you would always see the ‘heart rate chart’ on the Gym wall indicating the
‘FAT BURNING ZONE’ of Heart rate at about 50 % of max .
The Unfortunate reality and sad fact of the matter is that you
DO NOT burn much Fat while exercising ?

WHAT !!!
that’s absolutely correct (refer further info on home page www.healyshealthandfitness.com)
the REALITY is that it is AFTER THE EXERCISE that the body BURNS THE FAT

This is how it works
a) Exercise acts as a Metabolistic Stimulator
b)POST-EXERCISE EFFECT ?
is what we want –what keeps the body engine running longer post exercise ?
c)TIME EFFECTIVENESS for BUSY PEOPLE is a Key Factor

If you only have a limited amount of Time available then the

20 Minute FAT BLASTER CARDIO WORKOUT is for YOU!
The Below Chart was designed by Graham Healy about 10 years ago
describing the principals of Interval Training techniques then
Currently you now see ‘scientific’ tests on TV proclaiming the ‘breakthrough’ in this ‘fat burning’ method !
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Understanding the Principle
Just Imagine that I use a ‘soft flame’ to gently ‘warm up’ a metal bar …not to hot …and I quickly take away the
flame , what happens ? The metal Bar cools quickly and within a short space of time the heat is dissipated.
This is how the principle of moderate cardio works , a gentle approach has a
SHORT TERM EFFECT
What if I ‘turn up the Flame’ and ‘BLAST’ the same metal bar’ with the Flame , this time I increase the
temperature to ‘white hot’ what happens then ? Yes you are correct the metal bar takes a long time to cool down
In other words the atoms in the metal are ‘agitated’ and remain active for a far longer period then the ‘ soft flame’
THE BODY WORKS EXACTLY THE SAME
If we do an INTENSIVE CARDIO WORK OUT for example Sprints on the stepper machine, Heavy Boxing
bag work, Football ‘sprints’ they are very hard short term , but you recover quickly , however , the positive effect
AFTER THE CARDIO WORKOUT is that the Body’s metabolism remain HOT for a long period of time .
As an example a 20 minute ‘sprint’ cardio workout on the stepper machine can have a post exercise effect of
over 8 hours afterwards
the body metabolism is still relatively high .
POINTS TO REMEMBER
1) Intensity is relative to you (rate yourself out of 10 is high 1 is low)
2)build up to it (relative to your age and ‘perceived intensity’)
3) If TIME is an ISSUE then this is the workout for you.
4)Healy’s can help you with professional advise
Note :
‘Caution required’
Interval training is ‘intense’ and Healy’s strongly advise you to fill out the medical questionnaire
(refer home page www.healyshealthandfitness.com )
and then refer to your Doctor before undertaking any exercise program especially if you have any ‘pre-existing’
heart problems, high blood pressure, or a family history of heart problems, or if you have not exercised regularly
recently or are on any form of medication.
Healy’s strongly advise you to undergo a full medical examination prior to any exercise program whatsoever
DO NOT
under any circumstances commence a exercise program without getting the ‘all clear’ from your Doctor.
Healy’s also advise you to engage a Professionally Qualified Coach or Personal Trainer, please ask for their
qualifications before proceeding any further.
is a good Indicator that the Instructor is bona-fide
refer www.healyshealth.com
(home page)
regarding Personal Training qualifications

Healy’s favourite FAT BLASTING Machine approach with CAUTION

The 9500 series Life-Step is the Master Blaster without equal
one of the Prime Fat Blasting Machines
Ask us how to use this machine the Healy’s way .
also other forms of Interval training are available and
Healy’s can advise you accordingly
Remember
a calorie controlled Nutrition Plan must accompany any
Exercise plan

Nutritional Plans , Supplements etc please refer home page

www.healyshealth.com

